
Basic Concepts of 
Crystallography  



Language of Crystallography: Real Space 

• Combination of local (point) symmetry elements, which include angular rotation, 
center-symmetric inversion, and reflection in mirror planes (total 32 variants), with 
translational symmetry (14 Bravais lattice) provides the overall crystal symmetry  in 
3D space  that is described by 230 space group. Formula of crystallography: 

 

 Local (point)symmetry + translational symmetry → spatial symmetry 

 OR 

 32 Point groups + 14 Bravais lattice  →230 space group       



Unit Cell  
• In 3D space the unit cells are replicated  by three noncoplanar  translation vectors 

 a1, a2, a3 and the latter are typically used as the axes of coordinate system  

• In this case the unit cell is a parallelepiped that is defined by length of vectors  

 a1, a2, a3 and angles between them.   

 
The volume of  the parallelepiped is 
Given by the mixed scalar-vector product  
of translation vectors: 

Any point, r, within a unit cell is defined 
 by three fractional coordinates, x, y, z: 



Indexing Crystal Points 



Point Coordinates 

The position of any point (e.g. P) 
within the unit cell can be defined  
in terms of generalized coordinates 
(e.g. q, r, s) which are fractional  
multiples of the unit cell edge length 
(a,  b, c respectively): (q r s)   

 



Point Coordinates 

a =0.48 nm 
b =0.46 nm 
c =0.40nm  

P: q r s = P: ¼ 1 ½ 
qa = ¼ 0.48 nm = 0.12 nm  
rb =0.46 nm  
sc = ½ 0.40nm = 0.20 nm 

Problem: Locate the point with coordinates ¼ ,1, ½  



Indexing Crystal Points 



Indexing Crystallographic Directions  
Such symmetry elements as rotation axes are associated  with certain crystallographic 

directions. The latter also designated by vector, r: 



Indexing Crystallographic Directions  

(a) Crystallographic directions, the [112] and [1-10] as produced  
by vector summation of certain face diagonals 
(b) Arrangement of these vectors in 3D space 

(a) Crystallographic directions, the [200] and [020] as produced  
by vector summation of certain face diagonals 
(b) Arrangement of these vectors in 3D space 



Crystallographic Directions 

is a vector connecting the coordinate origin and a specific point of a  
unit cell. In crystallography such vector is defined by  

three directional indices [u n w]  

    Rules for indexes determination: 
1. A vector of desired length is positioned that it 
pass through the origin of the coordinate system.  
Translate it through a crystal lattice if needed!! 

 

2. The length of the vector projection on each  
axis are determined again in terms of unit cell  
dimensions (a, b, c) 

 

3. Obtained three numbers are multiplied or  
divided by a common factor to reduce them to  
integer values (e.g. u n and w) 

 

4. Notation in square bracket [u n w] defines  
the desired crystallographic direction 



Indexing Crystallographic Directions  

𝑢 = 𝑛
𝑥2 − 𝑥1

𝑎
 

𝑣 = 𝑛
𝑦2 − 𝑦1

𝑏
 

𝑤 = 𝑛
𝑧2 − 𝑧1

𝑐
 

Or 



Indexing Crystallographic Directions 
Hexagonal System  

Indexing crystallographic directions in the hexagonal  
(basal) plane of hexagonal crystal 

Set of translation vectors a1, a2, as in the hexagonal  
(basal) plane used for the four-digit indexing  

of crystallographic directions hexagonal crystal 

The hexagon edge (X-direction) is parallel to the translation vector  a1,  
That is r= a1 , hence is along the [100] – direction. For Y – direction  
r= a1+ 2 a2 that is [120]-direction 

The system is based on four translation vectors, three of them being in the  
hexagon plane (i.e. a1, a2, as) and the fourth one, a3 , perpendicular to it. 
  

Definitely, three projections in the hexagon plane, u, v and s are  
no longer independent. This follows from relationship:  

e.g. [120] –direction →[0,1,-1,0] 



Crystallographic Directions:  
Hexagonal Crystals 

It is convenient to use a four- axis (Miller-Bravais) coordinate system: 
a1,a2,a3 axes lay in one basal plain and located at 120 to each other, 
while the z axis is perpendicular to the basal plane.     

Same rules determine in this case 
four indices [u n s w]:  
by convention the first three pertain 
to projections in a1, a2, z axes  

[u` n` w`] → [u n s w]  conversion: 
 
        u = n/3 ·(2u`- n`)  
        n = n/3 ·(2n`-u`) 
        s = - (u + n) 
        w = n w` 

where n is a factor required to reduce indices  
to integer numbers 



Indexing Crystallographic Directions  

       u = n/3 ·(2u`- n`)  
       n = n/3 ·(2n`-u`) 
        s = - (u + n) 
        w = n w` 

For this direction, projections on the a1, a2, and z axes are a, a/2, and c/2, or,  
in terms of a and c the projections are 1, 1/2, and 1/2, which when multiplied  
by the factor 2 become the smallest set of integers:  2, 1, and 1.  This means that 
 u’ = 2 
 v’ = 1 
 w’ = 1 
Now, from Equations from the previous slide, the u, v, t, and w indices become 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
No reduction is necessary inasmuch as all of these indices are integers;   
therefore, this direction in the four-index scheme is  
 
 

 

[101 1]



Language of Crystallography: Reciprocal pace 

• Symmetry elements of the third type, crystallographic planes, are indexed in a 
unusual way. For this purpose, a new space with three basis vectors b1, b2, b3 , is 
created, which is orthogonal to real space.  

 

 

where  the dik is the Kronecker symbol dik = 0 if i≠k and 1 if i=k.  

• This new space is called reciprocal space. To built reciprocal space starting from 
real space, which is defined by vectors a1, a2, a3 the following mathematical 
operations is used:  

Please prove that thus introduced system fits orthogonal conditions above. 
Also prove that the following relation between the volumes in reciprocal (Vr) and  
real (V) spaces stands:   



Reciprocal and Real Spaces 

Using equations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

yields │b1│= │b2│= │b3│=1/ao and each vector bi is parallel to the corresponding vector ai . 

 

 

• Note that in crystallography only the relationship between vectors make sense, rather than their absolute values. 

 

• Since for cubic symmetry the triads of basis vectors in both spaces have equal 

lengths and 90 angles between them the real and reciprocal spaces are coincide. 

It is worth noting that this is a unique situation.    

 

• For lower symmetries these spaces are different, independently how small a 

distortion is.      
  

a1 

a2 

a3 

. 

. 
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. 

. 
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Reciprocal and Real Spaces: Example 

Let us for example apply the tensile deformation to a cubic  
crystal along one of its age (e.g. a3). Under this deformation 
the cubic unit cell transforms into tetragonal prism  with  
a3│=c>1.  The angles between the prism edges remain at 90 °. 

 

In the reciprocal space we have │b1│= │b2│=1/a, while 

│ b3│=1/c. Vectors b1, b2, b3   are parallel to vectors a1, a2, a3  

respectively. So, in the reciprocal space the unit cell is again 

the tetragonal prism, but differing from one in real space by 

 the tetragonality parameter, which is now a /c<1.  
 

a1 

a2 

c 



Reciprocal and Real Spaces: Example 

as 

Symmetries, in which the angles between the basis vectors  
differ from 90°, require more careful consideration. 
For example in hexagonal crystal the basis vectors in the basal 
plane are equal to each other │a1│= │a2│=a, and the angle  

between them is g=120°. The third vector is normal to hexagon  

plane (a=b=90°), but has a different length │a3│=c. 

 

In reciprocal space vector b3  is parallel a3 and its length │b3│=1/c 

Vectors b1 and b2 are as shown in Figure with their lengths being  

│b1│= │b2│=2/(√3∙a) and angles between them is 60°. 

 

  
 
 
 

a3 



Reciprocal and Real Spaces 
Vector, H, belongs to reciprocal space and are combination 
of basis vectors, b1, b2, b3 : 

 
 
with integer projection (h,k,l) which are called the Miller indices 

• Vectors H represent different crystallographic planes.  

• Why do we need so extravagant way of representation of   crystallographic planes?     
• Briefly, this representation is very   well suited for analyzing the diffraction 
conditions in crystal for calculating the phase of the waves, scattered by atomic plane 

By using equations:  

H∙AB=k∙yo-h∙xo 

H∙BC=l∙zo-k∙yo 

H∙AC=l∙zo-h∙xo 

Show that scalar products of vector H and AB,BC,AC equal: 



Reciprocal and Real Spaces 

By using equations:  

H∙AB=k∙yo-h∙xo 

H∙BC=l∙zo-k∙yo 

H∙AC=l∙zo-h∙xo 

It can be shown that scalar products of vector H and AB,BC,AC equal: 

Now by setting:   

The scalar products H∙AB=H∙BC=H∙AC=0 

which means that vector H is normal to AB,BC,AC  

and hence normal to the crystallographic plane   



Vector H 
• In diffraction applications not only is the direction of vector of 

reciprocal lattice H of great importance but also its length, which is 
reciprocal to the length of the normal to the crystallographic plane, 
counted from the origin of the coordinate system (segment OM). 

•  This distance is called the d-spacing that is the spacing between 
parallel planes taking in the diffraction processes of e.g. electrons:  

To prove that recall that OA=a1/h, and 
In this case scalar product H∙OA is:    

Thus:  



Reciprocal and Real Spaces 
In order to attribute vector H to a certain plane, one has to find 
the segments that this plane cuts on the edges of the unit cell 
in real space, and then convert them to Miller indices by using 
Equations. The normal to the plane is given by vector H and the  
concise plane indexing is simply (hkl).  
• Note that this procedure is applicable to every crystal  
  independently of its symmetry.   
  For example, the crystallographic plane parallel to a3-
translation and passing through the diagonal, which connects 
vectors a1 a2-is always (110) and passing through the ends of 
vectors a1 a2 a3 is always the (111) plane.  



Crystallographic Planes 

Crystallographic planes are typically 
specified by three Miller indices (hkl)  

    Rules for indexes determination: 

1. If the plane passes through the origin, 
or another plane must be constructed by  
appropriate parallel translation or new  
origin must be selected at the corner of  
the another unit cell. 
2. After such operation, the plane either  
intersects or // to the axes and the length of 
The planar intercept each axes is determined 
in term of lattice parameters a, b and c. 
3. The reciprocal of these number are taken 
4. If necessary these numbers are reduced 
to the set of smallest integers (e.g. h,k,l)  
5. These integers in parentheses (hkl)  
represent the crystallographic plane 



Crystallographic Planes 
Problem: Determine the Miller indices for the plane  

Solution:  
1. Since the plane passes through the existing origin the new origin must be selected 
 at the corner of adjust unit cell. 
2. As related to new origin the following intercepts (in terms of lattice parameters  
 a, b, and c) with x, y, z axes can be referred:  (plane is // to x-axis), -1, 1/2  
3. The reciprocal of these numbers are: 0, -1 and 2 and they are already integer!  
4. Thus the Miller indices of the consider plane are: (0-12)   



Crystallographic Calculations 

Real Space 

Note that the result of calculations also depends on the relationship 
between vectors a1,a2,a3 .  



Angles between two crystallographic directions 
Real Space 

Note that the result of calculations also depends on the relationship 
between vectors a1,a2,a3 .  

Two vectors are mutually perpendicular when: 

If all angles between translation vectors are 90° equation (A) transforms to :  

Two crystallographic directions are perpendicular:  

(A) 

The angle between two crystallographic directions: 



The bond-length calculation  
Real Space 

Note  again that the result of calculations also depends on the relationship 
between vectors a1,a2,a3 .  

(B) 

If all angles between all translation vectors are 90° equation (B) transforms to :  

Putting this numbers to Equation (B) gives LC-O=x∙a=1.282 Å 



The bond-length calculation : Examples 
Real Space 

If all angles between all translation vectors are 90° equation (B) transforms to Equation (C) :  

(C) for  
(C)     

(B)      



Crystallographic Calculations 
Reciprocal Space 

Note  again that the result of calculations also depends on the relationship between vectors b1,b2,b3 .  

Again if all angles between vectors in reciprocal space are 90° equations can be simplified:  

Two planes are perpendicular when:  



Angle between Crystallographic Planes  
Reciprocal Space 

(B) 

(A) 

(B) 

(A) to the (130) and 



D-spacing  
Reciprocal Space 

Applying the equation to cubic crystal yields: 

Applying the equation to tetragonal crystal yields: 

Applying the equation for hexagonal crystal yields: 



Angle between crystallographic direction & plane 

Both Space 

If vector r and H having the same indices are parallel or not? 
•  In cubic crystals all vectors with identical  indices are parallel since there are  no 
difference between real and reciprocal space. In fact setting u=h, v=k, w=l in above 
equation together with │a 1 │=a, │b 1 │=1/a, a=b=g=90°, yields .   
  


